Traditional Czech Beads

DESIGN BY BARBARA HOFFMANN

PRECIOSA ORNELA introduces beads and seed beads
from the PRECIOSA Traditional Czech Beads brand.
PRECIOSA Rocailles
ART No.: 331 19 001
SIZE: 11/0
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Berries necklace with PRECIOSA Pinch beADS
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Selected berries harvest

Traditional Czech Beads

Berries necklace with PRECIOSA Pinch beADS

A necklace inspired by the succulent grapes
which are used to make the first young wine.
The very shape of the PRECIOSA Pinch bead is
inspired by the curves of grapes. Now you can
create small bunches of grapes, string them
and wear them when tasting young wine.
If you do not indulge in wine, choose from
the wide range of colours which go with your
wardrobe.
Materials and Tools:
PRECIOSA Rocailles (R11)
331 19 001; 11/0; 11022 (10 g)
PRECIOSA Pinch beads (P)
111 54 805; 5 mm; (495 pcs)
02010/25021
02010/25034
02010/25019
02010/25043
02010/25033
02010/25042

Berries necklace with PRECIOSA Pinch beADS

Step 2:
Pick up 3x P and gou through the R11 where
the thread did exit. Weave forward through
the next R11. High tension.

Step 3:
Pick up 2x P and go through the side bead
of the previous unit and the R11 from which
the thread exited. Weave forward through the
next R11. Tension.

Step 7:
Pick up 1x P, 1x R11, 1x P and weave again
through the P the thread exited. Weave
forward through the next R11 and P.

Step 10:
Weave again through all R11 of that round.

Step 4:
Repeat Step 3 twice.
Step 8:
Pick up 1x P, 1x R11 and weave through the
side bead of the first unit and the P from where
the thread exited. Weave forward through the
next R11 and P.

Fireline 0,12 mm; beading needle; scissors

Difficulty:

Selected berries harvest

Step 11:
One round (or even more) i tubular RAW with
R11 according to the graphics.

Step 5:
Weave forward through the side bead of the
first unit. Pick up 1x P and go through the
side bead of the previous unit, the R11 thread
exited and the side bead of the first unit.
Your weaving direction is now horizontal.

Procedure:
Step 1:
Pick up 5x R11 on a rather long thread and
close to a circle. Weave through a second time.

Step 6:
Insert 1x R11 between the P. Exit from P.
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Step 9:
Repeat Step 8 twice and weave forward
through the side bead of the first unit.
Pick up R11 and weave through the side bead
of the last unit, the P where the thread exited
and the side bead of the first unit.

From here repeat all steps until the desired
lenght is reached. Attach clasp.
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